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Abstract
How should tests (or queries, questions, or experiments) be selected? Does it matter if only a
single test is allowed, or if a sequential test strategy can be planned in advance? Do people’s
intuitive test selections follow statistical principles? For selecting a single test, several
Optimal Experimental Design (OED) ideas have been proposed in statistics. The OED models
are mathematically nontrivial. How is it that they predict human behavior well in many tasks?
One possibility is that simple strategies correspond to OED models. We prove that simple
heuristic strategies can identify the highest information value queries (as quantified by OED
models) in several situations, thus providing a possible algorithmic-level theory of human
behavior. But are the OED models in fact optimal for sequential search, as is frequently
presumed? We consider the Person Game, a 20-questions scenario, as well as a two-category,
binary feature scenario, that are popular in psychological research. In each task, we
demonstrate via specific examples, and extended computational simulations, that neither the
OED models nor the heuristic strategies in the literature are optimal for sequential search. We
call for experimental research into how people approach the sequential planning of tests, and
theoretical research on what sequential planning strategies are most successful.
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